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With extra care to the build of each cable, Oyaide was able to provide the best RCA cable ideal for live 
performance or studio production while also being stylish in its color and design. Highly durable, these 
cables can be used and abused and still perform like new.

Built for Serato DJ, NI Traktor

Excellent for vinyl record digitization

The d+ series of audio cables are used by DJs, DTM users and audiophiles around the world to transcend 
genre of use and improve the quality of their systems. Combined with their stylish design, they are used at 
many of the world's most famous clubs and festivals. However, when the supply of the PCOCC conductor 
were discontinued, the former Class S series was forced to temporarily cease production.

However, its survival is now being carried on by the precision conductor "102SSC" which has been created 
with unprecedented precision and technology.

The d+ RCA Class S rev.2 has a new flavour and is sure to attract even more attention.

The diameter of the d+RCA class S rev.2 is 16AWG, which is the largest in the series. This suppresses the 
resistance of the conductor and greatly contributes to the reduction of signal loss.

Features

The d+RCA class S rev.2 has the largest conductor 
diameter of the series at 16AWG, Less conductor 
resistance than Class A and less signal loss. It will make 
a significant contribution
With the 102 SSC, the clean, undistorted sound quality 
allows you to focus on the music, even during long 
hours of DJing, songwriting and listening
The plugs are plated with a combination of platinum 
and rhodium for accurate phase and excellent 
bandwidth balance
The platinum and rhodium plating is highly durable and 
maintains transmission performance for a long time
The flat design of the cable, which is instantly 
recognisable as "d+", avoids the transmission loss, 
impedance changes and capacitance changes caused 
by internal cable distortion when the cable is bent
In addition to sound quality, we've also designed an 
excellent motivational design, cable and plug colours 
that are easy to identify even in the dark
The d+RCA classS rev.2 series comes with a cable case
The cable can be easily stored in the case for easy 
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transportation
It cannot be used with analog turntables, except for a 
few devices
This cable is not shielded

Product Specifications (Oyaide NEO d+ RCA Class S):

CABLE: analog audio cable (RCA connector)
FLAT CABLE TWISTED STRUCTURE: reverse concentric
CONDUCTOR: PCOCC-A (0.18mm × 52)
SHEATH: Thermoplastic Elastomers
INSULATOR: Polyolefin
TERMINAL: Platinum Plating + Rhodium-Plated Bronze 
Alloy Coating
HOUSING: PBT + Glass Fiber
OUTER COVER: Aluminum
SOLDER: Acoustic -Only Oyaide SS-47

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


